
BIG RED STAGS ONBIG RED STAGS ON
SEFAGSEFAG

High success rate! Really impressive trophies... In this area trophies over 16 kg have been shot. The

average trophy size of a rutting stag from this district is 8-11 kg. If you really are looking for a big trophy,

this is the place to hunt.

Challenging hunt Requires moderate level of fitness Accommodation in a lodge Spot-and-Stalk Hunt

Tel.: (+45) 62 20 25 40 | www.diana-hunting.com | info@diana.dk



HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Big red stags on SEFAGBig red stags on SEFAG

HIGHLIGHTS

High rate of sucess and very big trophies!
Average weight of a rutting stag in this district is 7
- 12 kg - but stags over 16 kg have been shot
This forest district is consisting of 8 hunting areas
All the areas have strong populations of red deers

Overview

High success rate and really big trophies. Red stags with a
trophy weight over 16 kg have been shot in this area. The
average weight of rutting stags in this area is between 7-12
kg. This is the place if you're looking for big trophies.

Hunting area

The forest district SEFAG consists of a total of 8 hunting
areas and is located in the South western corner of
Hungary. Altogether, the area is one of Hungary's largest
at a total of 104,000 hectares, which are located in
Somogy County, which is described as one of Hungary's
regions with most wildlife. There are 8 separate hunting
districts in the area, where all of the common European
game species are native – including red deer, fallow deer,
mouflon, wild boar and roe deer. The quality of the game
species is very high and the highly professional and strict
game management ensures excellent genetics and trophy
quality. All the areas are home to excellent populations of
wild game and an appropriate number of stags as well as
hinds and calves. Due to the enormous size of the area, it
is no problem to organize individual hunts for larger groups
of up to 8-10 hunters. The associated hunting guides have
extensive experience in red deer hunting and can estimate
trophy sizes very accurately.

Price certainty
The big Hungarian deer trophies are sought by European
hunters, and therefore the hunt cannot exactly be said to
be cheap. On the other hand, Hungary operates with a
unique system which ensures that the hunter only has to
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pay for his trophy if it falls within +/- 15% of the agreed
trophy size.

It is simply the guide's responsibility to correctly assess the
trophy within this margin. If he makes a mistake anyway, it
is the hunter's right to leave the trophy on the territory
without charge, or choose and pay what it costs if the
trophy e.g. is larger than calculated - a good security
against budget overruns. You agree. eg. to shoot an 8 kg.
stag, you can choose to leave the trophy if it is on the
othersides of 6.8-9.2 kg.

Accommodation
The area has a total of 11 fantastic hunting lodges, all of
them can meet even the highest expectations. All
accommodations has a professional staff who are
responsible for cooking, cleaning, service, etc. The
accommodation for our hunters is determined on which
hunting areas to hunt in, so that you have the most optimal
conditions for driving distances. It will be possible to live in
double or single rooms.
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

SefagSefag

Accommodation
The area has a total of 11 fantastic hunting lodges in all different
kinds like smaller private hunting lodges in the middle of the
hunting area, to large luxury hunting lodges which can
accommodate large groups and meet even the highest standards
and expectations. All accommodations have professional staff
who are responsible for cooking, cleaning, service, etc. The
accommodation where our hunters will stay is determined based
on which hunting areas to hunt in, so that you have the most
optimal conditions for driving distances.

How to get there
You fly to Budapest,  where you will be picked up at the airport
and driven to the hunting area - The driving time is approx. 2 - 2½
hours.
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

Forest district SefagForest district Sefag

The forest district SEFAG consists of a total of 8 hunting areas
and is located in the South western corner of Hungary. Altogether,
the area is one of Hungary's largest at a total of 104,000 hectares,
which are located in Somogy County, which is described as one
of Hungary's regions with most wildlife. There are 8 separate
hunting districts in the area, where all of the common European
game species are native – including red deer, fallow deer,
mouflon, wild boar and roe deer. The quality of the game species
is very high and the highly professional and strict game
management ensures excellent genetics and trophy quality. All
the areas are home to excellent populations of wild game and an
appropriate number of stags as well as hinds and calves. Due to
the enormous size of the area, it is no problem to organize
individual hunts for larger groups of up to 8-10 hunters. The
associated hunting guides have extensive experience in red deer
hunting and can estimate trophy sizes very accurately.
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

Prices
Description Possible Lodging Dates Price from (per. person)

Price per. hunter 1: 1 1. September 2023 - 23. September 2023 €1,140,00

The price includes The price does not include

4 day hunting with 1:1 guiding

4 days accommodation in a 1st class hunting lodge

with full board

Organisation fees

Hungarian hunting license and insurance

Transport to and from Hungary

Trophy deposit (50% of the desired trophy size)

Final settlement of shot game according to valid

pricelist

(All shot game will be settled with Diana Hunting Tours

approx. 1 month after the hunt)

Airport transfers ca. € 400-500,- for up to 3 hunters,

payable directly on site

Single room supplement € 26- pr. person pr. night

Drinks, snacks at the accommodation 

Transport in the hunting district € 1,20,- km/ vehicle 

Gratuities for hunting guide

Measurement of trophies, € 40- pr. trophy

Skinning for shoulder mount, € 135

Taxidermist work and shipment of trophies home (to be

consulted)  

EU-public liability insurance € 9,-

Cancellation- and hunting-travel insurance

Everything not mentioned under "the price includes"
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Trophy Price List

RED STAG

Weight                 EUR EUR per 10 gr. over

Spiker 240,- -

Up to 2,49 kg 600,- -

2,50 - 3,49 kg 1.080,- -

3,50 - 4,99 kg 1.560,- -

5,00 - 5,99 kg 2.040,- -

6,00 - 6,99 kg 2.400,- + 14,40

7,00 - 7,99 kg 3.840,- + 14,95

8,00 - 8,99 kg 5.335,- + 23,45

9,00 - 9,99 kg 7.680,- + 23,19

10,00 - 10,99 kg 9.999,- + 56,00

From 11,00 kg 15.600,- + 83,00

 

Wounding = 50% of the trophy size estimated by the guide. 

 

WILD BOARS 

Keiler

Tusk Length           

14.00 – 15.99 cm EUR 840,-      

16.00 – 17.99 cm EUR 1.200,-        

18.00 – 19.99 cm EUR 1.680,-

20.00 - 21,99 cm EUR 2.400,-

Above 22.00  cm  EUR 2.880,-

Wounding            EUR 335,-

Young boars

Up to 19 kg EUR 96-

20 - 49 kg EUR 240,-

Sows (over 50 kg cleaned) €440,-

Wounding EUR 48,-                        
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Trophy Hunting

Your Hungarian hunting guide, will be able to judge the size of the game with a high degree of accuracy, and will help to get you the

best possible chance of a shot. Following Hungarian hunting regulations, as a visiting hunter, you must accept a margin of error of +/-

15% of the estimate trophy size for game shot. If the error is greater than 15% you can leave the trophy in Hungary. This helps to give

a higher degree of security when estimating your hunting budget. 
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GAMEGAME

Big red stags on SEFAGBig red stags on SEFAG

Red Deer/Red Stag

(Europe)

Game that may be purchased additionally

Wild Boar (Europe)
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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